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Top stories in this newsletter   

Making a Difference 

Katie Cox works toward a more environmentally just world.  She has been 

coordinating residents of Santa Ana neighborhoods as they assist in air 

quality sampling in order to show the health effects that local pollution has 

on their communities and the entire region.  Her dedication to solutions 

for these issues is matched by her work in undergrad education at UCI. 
Read the full story  

 

Latest Research 

Barbara Finlayson-Pitts has studied air quality issues from most every 

angle.  Pine trees, tailpipe emissions, fog, sea salt, even seal excrement 

have all been topics of her investigations.  Now she ’s expanding her 

research into the area of agriculture, specifically the use of neonicotinoid 

pesticides, and has opened a whole new can of worms. 

Read the full story  
 

Spotlight on Faculty 

Eric Saltzman criss-crosses the globe to further our understanding of the 

effects of climate change on our atmosphere and oceans. His work on ice 

cores and the air/sea flux are legendary, exploring both current and 

ancient levels of  oceanic and atmospheric trace gases and showing 

increases in human activity that generate these emissions.  
Read the full story  

 

News and Events 

 Jorg Meyer: in memorium 

 Annmarie Carlton has been selected for the Revelle Fellowship and 

will spend a year in the White House. Read her D.C. updates!  

 AirUCI will host the 2022 Informal Gathering on Atmospheric Science 

and Photochemistry (IGASP), formerly known as Informal Symposium on 

Kinetics and Photochemical Processes in the Atmosphere (ISKPPA) at 

the Beckman Center on campus March 4, 2022. Details TBA. 

 After a COVID hiatus, AirUCI welcomes our latest Fulbright Fellow. 

Despite the pandemic limitations, AirUCI has continued to offer a number 

of virtual events and has made important news. For the latest, go to our 

News page and our Events page. 

BTW :   Here’s how you can help AirUCI make a difference!  

 

AirUCI Institute          

On campus at UC Irvine 

www.airuci.uci.edu 

infoairuci@uci.edu 

1102 Natural Sciences 2 

Irvine, CA 92697-2025 USA 

(949) 824-2628 

Next Wave:  Catch the latest in our student news and research 
We highlight our outstanding students in each issue.   

A Word from Our Directors:  Click to read their important message. 
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